shooting at Michael Brown while Michael Brown was fleeing. The NY Times article is titled, “Shooting Accounts Differ as Holder Schedules Visit to Ferguson”, and was written by Frances Robles and Michael S. Schmidt on August 19th, 2014. This article was found online at the URL of “http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCAQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2014%2F08%2F20%2Fsus%2Fshooting-accounts-differ-as-holder-schedules-visit.html&ei=Xro9VJ3pM4-MyASykLQBw&usg=AFQjCNH4poJ5ThwCwxA_V5uO7LZpSIT3Vg&sig2=c8UPN5i2ZwQOZVeIZ4xlpg&bvm=bv.77412846,d.aWw”.

5. possesses a Facebook account; however, the privacy settings appear to have been activated or refrains from posting on his timeline. His Facebook username is “https://www.facebook.com

6. possesses a Facebook account with the username of “https://www.facebook.com/ In the publicly-available content of his Facebook timeline, posts direct witness statements of what he witnessed during the Michael Brown shooting.

In addition to the 82 individuals identified by Detective Detective was also requested to conduct a computer investigation into During this investigation, Detective noted the following:

1. is interviewed in an “Iyanla, Fix My Life” video titled, “The One Thing This Ferguson Protestor Wants Most,” which is located at the URL of “http://www.oprah.com/own-iyanla-fix-my-life/A-Ferguson-Protestor-Responds-to-Michael-Browns-Death-Video”. In the video, claims to have witnessed the shooting of Michael Brown. This video is also available via You Tube at the URL of “http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Gu/AuCYVgk”.

2. possesses a Facebook account with the username of “https://www.facebook.com/ A review of the publicly-available content revealed that in his Timeline posts, makes numerous statements referencing Michael Brown, but does not appear to make any direct witness statements regarding the actual shooting.

3. In a video posted on YouTube.com titled, “I Watched Mike Brown Lay Dead For Five Hours ([Full HD])”, and posted by on August 25th, 2014, is being interviewed by an apparent news station reference the Michael Brown shooting. In the interview, clearly states he did not witness the shooting but arrived on scene shortly thereafter. This video is located at the URL of “http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czCM9KFrXX”.
The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Wednesday, October 15, 2014.

At approximately 12:40 p.m., Detective called the phone number of in an attempt to speak with the owner of the location where indicated he had been when the incident took place. Detective spoke by phone with a female who would only identify herself as . She indicated she would get a message to her sister to contact Detective.

At approximately 12:50 p.m., Detective received a phone call from the phone number of and a female who identified herself as . indicated she and it out. She confirmed she had a on August 9, 2014. She could not recall the , however, recalled he was there to agree to attempt to locate the individual’s name.

At approximately 1:27 p.m., Detective received a second phone call from who originally provided the name and contact information for the individual who did the . She said her brother could not be sure of the but recalled a brother could not recall the name of the and did not have his contact information.

The conversation with was concluded.

At approximately 3:05 p.m., Detective called on the phone and asked him if he failed to disclose anything during their previous conversation on October 14, 2014. He indicated he did not. He changed his statement slightly and said it would have been possible that commented about the incident and he was simply not paying attention. He said that frequently occurs. He said he did not have a conversation with regarding talking to the police about the incident.

At the request of Detective attempted to review the contents of a podcast for Tommy Sotomayor located at the URL of www.sotomayortv.com/policebrutalitydantenlive1/. Upon accessing this URL, Detective discovered a fee was required to view the contents. was able to view at this URL.
The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Thursday, October 16, 2014.

At approximately 9:00 a.m., Detective met with agreed to have a conversation with Detective in his unmarked police vehicle about his concerns with providing a statement of his account of the incident. only agreed to the conversation with the agreement the conversation not be recorded.

began the conversation by saying he had already told investigators from Saint Louis County Police Department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation that he was not willing to formally discuss the incident, but he was willing to discuss his fears.

got on to discuss his fears about being a witness and the threats that had been made to the residents of Canfield Green Apartment Complex. He said notes had been posted on various apartment buildings threatening people not to talk to the police, and gunshots were still being fired every night. took those gunshots as a threat to let residents know people were still watching.

During the conversation, stated there were at least 10 other people who were outside and saw exactly what happened. He was not willing to provide names of any of those individuals.

briefly talked about the incident itself and stated P.O. Darren Wilson told Michael Brown “no less than 10 times to get down” while they were both on the street. As P.O. Darren Wilson was yelling that, Michael Brown was “walking fast” toward P.O. Darren Wilson with his “hands at his sides.” He said Michael Brown did not comply with any of P.O. Darren Wilson’s commands. said he never saw Michael Brown with his hands raised.

The conversation with was concluded at approximately 9:20 a.m. when ended the conversation by saying he would not be a witness and exited the vehicle. Prior to exiting the car, was served with a Saint Louis County Grand Jury Subpoena for October 16, 2014. He said he would not show up for the appearance.

Detective met with Detective and apprised him of the progress of her investigation. Detective requested Detective seize any digitally documented data for which it was expected that a search warrant would not be needed. As such, Detective seized the following items of evidence:

- Digital Copy of Online Data Reference as of 10-14-2014
- Digital Copy of Online Data Reference as of 10-14-2014
- Digital Copy of Online Data Reference as of 10-14-2014
- Digital Copy of Online Data Reference as of 10-14-14

subsequently placed these items into evidence at the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Monday, October 20, 2014.
Detective received the funds to access the Tommy Sotomayor podcast video located at the URL of www.sotomayortv.com/policebrutalitydantenlive1/. Upon accessing this URL, Detective downloaded and digitally saved the six hour podcast video titled, “Police Brutality! What Should Citizens Do In Response To A Growing Trend” (2 parts). She subsequently produced a digital copy of this video which she marked, packaged, and placed into evidence and released to the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit.

The area of concentration within the video in question was available on the CD, under the file identified as “Part 2”. The pertinent interview began at an approximate time of twelve minutes and thirty seconds and continued through an approximate time of twenty-four minutes and fifty seconds.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Tuesday, October 21, 2014.

At approximately 9:00 a.m., Detective and AUSA contacted. Prior to contacting him, Detective started a department issued digital recorder which recorded the conversations with indicated he was not willing to speak with anyone about the incident and he was not making a statement. After attempting to speak with him several times, the conversation with was concluded.

Detective later transferred the digital recording from the recorder to a CD which was packaged as evidence and released to the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit. Full details of the conversation can be heard on the associated CD.

After listening to the podcast on CD from www.sotomayortv.com/policebrutalitydantenlive1/, Detective noticed lived in close proximity to the incident. The location of his residence was consistent with the way the caller, described his residence in relation to where the incident took place.

At approximately 1:05 p.m., Detective spoke by phone with was asked if he would be willing to meet. He indicated he would be able to do so at a later date. On the phone, appeared to have a voice consistent with the male caller’s voice on the www.sotomayortv.com/policebrutalitydantenlive1/, who also identified himself as

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Wednesday, October 22, 2014.

At approximately 1:00 p.m., Detective called and left a message for to call.

At approximately 2:14 p.m., Detective observed a follow-up interview with which was conducted at the Saint Louis Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The interview was conducted by Special Agent AUSA and DOJ Attorney
Full details of the interview can be seen on the associated audio recording and Federal Bureau of Investigation FD-302.

At approximately 6:30 pm, Detective and Special Agent contacted and his mother:

at her home. agreed to accompany investigators to the Saint Louis Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for a follow-up interview.

At approximately 7:00 p.m., Detective observed a follow-up interview with which was conducted at the Saint Louis Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The interview was conducted by Special Agent AUSA and DOJ Attorney

Full details of the interview can be seen on the associated audio recording and Federal Bureau of Investigation FD-302.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Thursday, October 23, 2014.

At approximately 8:45 a.m., Detective placed another phone call to and left a message for him to call.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Monday, October 27, 2014.

At approximately 9:30 p.m., Detective attempted to call There was no answer.

At approximately 3:28 p.m., Detective and Detective observed a follow-up interview with which was conducted at the Saint Louis Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The interview was conducted by Special Agent , AUSA and DOJ Attorney

Full details of the interview can be seen on the associated audio recording and Federal Bureau of Investigation FD-302.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Tuesday, October 28, 2014.
At approximately 9:13 a.m., Detective observed a follow-up interview with which was conducted at the Saint Louis Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The interview was conducted by Special Agent DOJ Attorney and DOJ Attorney.

Full details of the interview can be seen on the associated audio recording and Federal Bureau of Investigation FD-302.

Detective received a response from on the previously executed search warrant for the following four YouTube.com videos:

1. Titled: “Mike Brown EyeWitness Crime Scene Video Ferguson, MO”
   URL: “https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdL9dqkyjhM”
   Account Name: “Black Canseco”

2. Titled: “Eyewitness speaks on the murder of Mike Brown”
   Published Date: August 10th, 2014
   URL: “https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfy5FiqzWHI”
   Account Name: “drug-warrior”

3. Titled: “Mike Brown Shooting, Ferguson Missouri! Loading the body in a SUV”
   Published Date: August 11th, 2014
   URL: “https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWt8yEGacls”
   Account Name: “Law Abiding Citizen News”

4. Titled: “A Eyewitness Explains How Ferguson, Missouri Teen Mike Brown Surrendered & Shot By Police Officer”
   Published Date: August 10th, 2014
   URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qo14KOcQxw
   Account Name: “JNumba ExclusiveVidz”

Contained in the search warrant response from Google Incorporated was a disc and a packet consisting of five pages.

Detective packaged the original disc and packet consisting of five pages as evidence and released them to the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Wednesday, October 29, 2014.

At approximately 8:45 a.m., Detective received a phone call from indicated he was representing indicated he had spoken with was not willing to provide any further information to investigators.
would not make available to detectives in order to serve a Grand Jury subpoena.

At approximately 9:30 a.m., Detective and Detective met with Captain of the Ferguson Police Department in order to determine if there were any additional medical records for P.O. Darren Wilson. Captain provided detectives with the records he had in his possession. The records revealed there were several additional pages. Detective seized the records. The records were later packaged as evidence and released to the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit.

At approximately 10:45 a.m., Detective and Detective attempted to contact at his residence at the door and detectives departed the area.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Thursday, October 30, 2014.

At approximately 8:20 a.m., Detective and Detective attempted to contact son at his home. There was no answer. Detective left a business card for him to call.

At approximately 8:30 a.m., Detective and Detective contacted:

at the request of Assistant Prosecuting Attorney of the Saint Louis County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office. APA requested point out to detectives, a balcony where she saw an unknown female talking loudly about having video of the incident. also indicated she saw a Ferguson police officer seize the mobile phone from the individual.

pointed out to Detective the building identified as indicated the third floor balcony was where she observed the female who was claiming she had the incident on video. She could not associate the female with a particular apartment.

The conversation with was concluded.

Detective and Detective attempted to make contact with the occupant at and spoke with:
was reluctant to talk; however, she recalled a coming to her residence possibly on August 9, 2014. She paid little attention to the male and she eventually left for work. She described the male as a tall black male.

could provide no additional information and the interview was concluded.

At approximately 9:00 a.m., Detective arrived at the Ferguson Police Department and spoke with Detective of the Ferguson Police Department. Detective indicated he was the evidence custodian for the department and no items of evidence had been submitted by any Ferguson police officers regarding the incident. Detective checked the Ferguson Police Department’s computerized evidence log and confirmed there was nothing submitted regarding the incident.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Monday, November 3, 2014.

At approximately 12:45 p.m., Detective and Detective contacted who was standing outside of his residence. Detective served with a Saint Louis County Grand Jury Subpoena.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Thursday, November 6, 2014.

At approximately 12:10 p.m., Detective and Special Agent spoke with at the Saint Louis County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office.

agreed to complete an audio recording of his account of the incident. A department issued digital recorder was used to capture the statement. ’s audio statement was later transferred from the digital recorder to a CD which was packaged as evidence and released to the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit.

The following is a transcript of the interview with
In the event of a discrepancy between the transcript and the recorded audio statement on CD, the CD should be used as the most accurate account of the statement.

During the interview with he made reference to a map. The map was later packaged and marked as evidence and released to the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit.

The interview with was completed at approximately 1:03 p.m.

After the interview was concluded, Detective requested also complete and sign a Saint Louis County Police Department Consent to Search Form granting consent to search his mobile phone. completed and signed the form which was later packaged and marked as evidence and released to the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Monday, November 10, 2014.

At approximately 9:25 a.m., Detective Detective Detective and Detective arrived at Canfield Drive in an attempt to follow up on information provided by had previously indicated she saw a female standing on the third floor balcony of Canfield Drive claiming she had video of the incident on her mobile phone. added the mobile phone was seized by a Ferguson police officer.
Detective Hokamp attempted to make contact with the occupant at Canfield Drive, and spoke with:

indicated she was not home when the incident took place. heard a rumor an unknown
female with video of the incident lived in the building identified as Canfield Drive. did not
know what apartment the female lived in within that building.

Attempts to contact the residents of the following apartments within building Canfield Drive were unsuccessful:

Apartment
Apartment
Apartment
Apartment
Apartment

Business cards requesting the residents to call were left at the apartments with no answer.

The canvass at Canfield Drive was concluded.
and

said she and were the last tenants at Canfield Drive. She said everyone else had moved out. She was explained detectives were looking to talk to a female who may have recorded the incident on August 9, 2014 on her mobile phone.

said the only female she knew who had her mobile phone seized by police was an unknown female who resided across the street from her building at Canfield Drive.

were unable to provide any further information and the interview was concluded.

Attempts to contact the residents of the following apartments within Canfield Drive were unsuccessful:

Apartment Apartment Apartment Apartment Apartment

The canvass at Canfield Drive was concluded.

At approximately 11:15 a.m., Detective received a phone call from a male who refused to identify himself. The caller said a business card was left at his door. Detective explained to the caller he was looking for a female who may have had her mobile phone seized by the Ferguson Police Department on August 9, 2014. The caller said the female lived across the street from him.

The caller would not provide any further details and the phone call was ended when the caller hung up.
The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Tuesday, November 11, 2014.

Between Monday, November 10, 2014 and Tuesday, November 11, 2014, Detective left voicemail messages for the following individuals who resided in the building identified as Canfield Drive:

- Apartment
- Apartment
- Apartment

Apartment was identified as a vacant apartment, in Apartment had previously been contacted in person by Detective and in Apartment had previously been contacted in person by Detective during the initial canvass on Saturday, August 9, 2014.

At approximately 12:50 p.m., Detective received a phone call from a female who only identified herself as indicated she did not have any knowledge of the incident and was not aware of a female who claimed to have video of the incident.

could not provide any additional information and the conversation was concluded.

At approximately 1:20 p.m., Detective received a phone call from a female who identified herself as:

indicated she did not have any knowledge of the incident and was not aware of a female who claimed to have video of the incident.

could not provide any additional information and the conversation was concluded.

The following information documents the Saint Louis County Police Department’s investigative activities on Wednesday, November 12, 2014.
At approximately 10:30 a.m., Detective spoke by phone with Sergeant of the Ferguson Police Department. Sergeant indicated after making additional inquiries into what Channel 3 on Ferguson Police Department handheld radios was assigned to, he learned it was assigned to Central County Fire. Sergeant indicated Channel 3 was a “receive only” channel meaning police officers could only listen to that particular channel and could not transmit out.

At approximately 1:15 p.m., Detective Sergeant and Detective observed a follow-up interview with which was conducted at the Saint Louis Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The interview was conducted by Special Agent AUSA and DOJ Attorney

Full details of the interview can be seen on the associated audio recording and Federal Bureau of Investigation FD-302.

Detective received a CD from via the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The CD contained information on the mobile phone number A Grand Jury Subpoena had previously been sent requesting information including subscriber information. The CD did not contain subscriber information and only contained call detail records.

The CD was packaged as evidence and released to the Saint Louis County Property Control Unit.

During the course of the investigation, detectives received reports from the Saint Louis County Police Department’s Crime Laboratory documenting the analysis of physical evidence. Those reports included Crime Laboratory Analysis Reports, Biology Screening Reports, DNA Analysis Reports, a Controlled Substance Analysis Report, a Weapon Analysis Report and a Firearms Comparison Report. For full details of the analyses, the associated reports can be viewed.

A copy of this report was forwarded to the Saint Louis County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office. This report does not include documentation completed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The associated Federal Bureau of Investigation audio recording and FD-302s, documented under file number 282A-SL-5377988, should be viewed for additional information associated with this incident.